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Ss Dear Bill, — 

A friend of mine at the UN tells me that about 10 or 12 days 
ago he heard a long program about the Warren Report on WBAI, in which 
I was mentioned a great deal (and Accessories). I judge from his 
description that it was your 11/22/67 documentary that was broadcast 
~~apparently without advertisement, listing, or other advance notice! 

i am especially chagrined, because I was really eager to hear 
your work as a whole, and to tape my own remarks at least (as read by 
someone else), since I had sent you the only transcript. Can you 
return that? Or, if possible, send me a tape of the whole progran. 
IT would retape it or type a transcript of those excerpts which should 
be on record in my files. 

Also, please send me the "good" tape of the Liebeler/Weisberg 
confrontation. I will replace any tape I keep, or pay for it (there is 
no reason for you to absorbathe costs). 

No news, otherwise. Steve Burton's New York counterpart, 
one Trent Gough, dropped in together with Dick Sprague one night 
early last week, to show me "new photographic evidence." Nil, except 
for a photograph of some tramps pulled in from the BR cars for 
questioning, one of whom bears a resemblance to Bradley. Sprague 
and Gough are, of course, CERTAIN that the man IS Bradley, man-in-—the~ 
doorway fiasco notwithétanding. (Sprague now concedes it is 
Lovelady, without question. ) I bet Sprague $50 it is not Bradley, 
winnings to go to Gough's committee. At my suggestion, he changed 
the original name (which was the same as the Burton committee's) 
to "Kennedy Assassination Inquiry Committee." He has also veered 
from a pro-Garrison position te one of caution and non-commitment. 
He is doing some worthwhile things and probably déserves some support; 
however, I am congenitally uneasy when I see a cause become a "Cause" 
which inspires organized, bureaucratic activity. 

All the best, 

sincerely,


